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Our Distinctive Christian School Values are :
Compassion
Community
Justice
Equality

Respect

Hope

Our Christian Value for this half term is HOPE
The value of hope is much more than just wishing as hard as you can
that things will be different. It is about believing that the world can
be better and being prepared to do something.
Hope means different things to different people and I hope that the
children will bring their hopes, wishes, goals, dreams and ambitions
into school over the next half term.
As a school we will be promoting a vision of a hopeful
future and help the children to understand that there
is a chance of a new beginning and a fresh start in
every situation.
They will also be learning how they can play their part
in creating a more sustainable environment and a
better society.

FAMILY FOCUS
Start with a circle of paper and draw a spiral. On the
spiral write a hope or dream that you have that will
make the world a safer, cleaner or healthier place to
live. Cut along the lines until you get to the centre,
leaving a circle in the middle. Make a hole in the
middle so you can hang your spiral from a thread.

Sir David Attenborough
Sir David Attenborough is best known as a
natural film maker. He has made expeditions
all over the world to watch and film wildlife in
its natural habitat. His many TV documentary
programmes have allowed us all to
understand the wonder of nature and the
importance of conserving the natural
environment if species are to survive.
Sir David has shown us the impact humans
have too often made on the natural world
and the consequent struggle of wildlife to
survive.
His HOPE is that we
leave future generations
a planet that is healthy
and inhabitable by all
species.

All work will be celebrated in our collective worships
and displayed on our values board in the library.
‘Creating a safe and happy environment where each child can grow
academically, socially, spiritually and emotionally.’
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